
 

Welcome to issue 20, the latest edition of What’s Up 

Doc?! the Bentham Medical Practice Newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This edition of What’s Up Doc is full of interesting and        
important information which we hope you will find useful and 
informative 

As always if you have comments or an article that you would 
like to suggest for submission in the newsletter or if you have 
any queries at all then please write to me at the practice or 
email jonathan.scott@gp-B82061.nhs.uk .  You can also   
contact me to request for an electronic copy of each        
newsletter. 

Wishing you all well.      

Best regards 

Jonathan Scott 
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What’s up Doc?!   
The quarterly newsletter for 
Bentham Medical Practice. 
Issue 20  -  Late Summer 2018 

Staff News 
 

Dr Chris Sweeney, an army medic, joined the practice at the beginning of August as a GP Registrar joining our 

current registrar Dr Heather Thompson.  Both will be with us for at least the next year.  We hope that they enjoy 

their stay at Bentham and find it useful for their careers. 
 

We have still not replaced Dr Heather Walker who left last October but we keep looking.  Consequently you will 

have noticed that we have continued to use locums.  Thankfully these locums have been pretty consistent so we 

have been able to keep some form of continuity. 
 

Congratulations to Dr Rebecca Brandwood who will be going off on maternity leave at the end of 

December.  However, this will mean finding more locum cover for 2019.  We are working on it!! 

Barbara Maudsley continues to do an excellent job as locum nurse. 
 

Congratulations to Sister Meg became a grandmother again in August.  Mother and baby are   

doing fine. 

mailto:jonathan.scott@gp-B82061.nhs.uk
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Charity Efforts 
 

In the last newsletter we reported that elite cyclist, triathlete and all-round super athlete, Dr 

Louise Morgan, was completing another cycling challenge.  This time it was a trek from Gretna 

Green to Arkholme Green from the 17
th
 to the 19

th
 of May.  This was in aid of Sarcoma, the 

bone and soft tissue cancer charity.  Including support from patients and staff at BMP Louise 

raised £400.  The whole team raised £15,000 which is amazing.  Well done Louise and 

thankyou to everyone.     
 

Many of you will know that we also raise money for charity through second 

hand books in the waiting room.  It’s an honesty based system where you give 

what you can afford for a book or books that you fancy.  We regularly switch 

the charity that we collect for.  This last time we were collecting for the Cave 

Rescue Organisation at Clapham, something very dear to a lot of   people’s 

hearts around here.  We were delighted to collect £400.  Thank you to       

everyone for donating and buying the books. 
 

This time we are supporting Christian Restoration Ministries International.  Many of you will 

know that this is a charity very close to Sister Meg’s heart.  In fact she has been out to Africa 

twice in the last two years to help with their work.  I have added a brief overview of what the 

charity does below but there is a sheet in the waiting room with more detail if you are           

interested.  So come on, declutter!  Bring in your fabulous old books and then fill your house 

with other ones! 
 

CRMI supports three villages approximately 30miles north of Kampala [the capital],Bombo, 

Nakaseke and  Ssanga. Education in Uganda isn’t free and it was the vision of Pastor 

John Bunjo to provide education to those who are unable to pay. Education is one of the 

most important factors that will break the  circle of despair that many Ugandans are in. 

With education people can understand how to control pests that destroy crops, under-

stand the causes and prevention of HIV, get better jobs and become the future leaders in 

their country. In the last 10 years the charity has raised enough funds to build two 

schools, one in Bombo and the second one in Nakaseke, which were opened this year 

and now support over 300 sponsored children  

If anyone has suggestions for future charities, preferably local, please say 

Castleberg 
 

You may remember that in the last newsletter there was an article about         

Castleberg hospital at Settle where a consultation process was being held about 

whether to refurbish it or shut it for good.  I think that we were all rather           

pessimistic and thought that the latter option would be chosen.  However, in May, 

it was announced that it would be refurbished.  This is due, in a very large part, to the lobbying and work put in 

by the people in Settle and Bentham.  The plan is to reopen in December, although this may be a little           

ambitious.  A plan is currently being drawn up and I am sure that there will be lots of challenges along the way 

but we look forward to them all being resolved and the service returning as soon as possible.  In the last issue, 

rather tongue in cheek, I attached a picture of a dilapidated castle to the article.  I am delighted to be able to  

update that picture in this issue! 

Cumbria Health on Call 
 

Cumbria Health on Call, CHoC, is the out of hours service that we use when the      

practice is closed.  In July, in recognition of the NHS at 70 awards were presented by 

MPs at Westminster to those organisations that were recognised as providing          

outstanding service.  Choc picked up both the regional and National prize for             

excellence in primary care.  Congratulations to all those at CHoC, we are very lucky to 

have such and excellent out of hours service for our patients. 
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Triage Request!!! 
 

Many of you will know that we have a very good triage service at Bentham Medical     

Practice.  Anyone wanting to speak to a doctor on the same day can do and anyone 

needing to see a doctor on the same day can do either by an appointment at the surgery 

or by a home visit.  BUT, this service comes at a price and can be very      difficult to 

manage.  By the very nature of the types of calls we get the GPs can be extremely busy 

with urgent cases and have to work very hard to prioritise their working day.  This is 

made even more difficult if we get calls mid to late in the afternoon asking for an appointment on that date.   

Unless an urgent problem arises in the  afternoon can you please call in with any urgent issues BEFORE 11.30 

in the morning.  This will help us to help you and see you sooner.  Thank you 

Flu Campaign 
 

Unbelievably, the flu campaign has come around again.  This year it will be particularly difficult as NHS England 

have decreed that we should use two types of flu vaccination instead of just one. 

One type is what is termed a trivalent vaccine for all patients aged 65 and over.  This is a new vaccine.  The 

second type is a Quadrivalent vaccine for all people at risk up to and including the age of 64.  The problem with 

the new trivalent vaccine is that there is only one supplier in the whole UK so delivery schedules are very tight.  

However, we will be starting our campaign officially on 8
th
 October and we will be having two drop in Saturday 

morning clinics.  Please appreciate that these new issues are not of our making and we will, as always,         

endeavour to provide your vaccinations when you want them.  The campaign this year will run into November.  

See below for more details. 
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Insect bites 
 

At the time of writing the long hot summer spell has come to an abrupt end!!  However, it may 

return in an Indian summer so below is some advice from Dr Morgan about what to do to protect 

yourself from insect bites. 
 

The hot Summer days have brought out the insects and we have had a lot of enquiries about 

“infected” bites. Horse fly bites can be very nasty but the blistering and swelling they can produce 

are usually just the body’s reaction to them. It is unusual to get an infection immediately. We 

would recommend oral antihistamines initially. These can be bought over the counter. Better still, 

if you are prone to reactions then take a regular daily antihistamine, if you are able to. 
 

If the bite is not settling or you get new redness, swelling or blistering of a bite you have had for a 

few days, then you can get further advice via the pharmacist, practice nurse or triage doctor. 

Tick bites are also common. If the tick is still present then use of a tick removing tool is advised 

to get the whole tick out. Contact us if the site of the bite starts to develop a circular rash around 

it. 

Contact the surgery when you want, how you want 
 

Do you ever call the surgery to make an appointment, order a prescription or get a test 

result and find that you are waiting on the phone for a long time?  That’s because there 

are up to 7500 other people trying to do the same thing, at the same time.  For a long 

time now we have had the repeat prescription order line.  Just call Bentham 63618 and leave a 

message.  Saves any waiting on the phone.  You can also make and cancel appointments, order 

medications and view your medical record online on you PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone 

any time of day or night without having to wait.  Simply ask a reception for details. 

Make sure that we have your up to date mobile phone number so we can send you       

reminders for your appointments.  Simple! 

Facebook 

The practice is soon to join social media via Facebook.  Watch this space!  

Minor ailment scheme 
 

Many of you may have seen on the news lately that The National Institute for Care         
Excellence (NICE) has just recommended that honey, perhaps with hot water lemon and 
ginger, is an excellent first stage remedy for coughs.  They have done this in part to reduce 
the problem of patients’ desire to have antibiotics for the most basic of problems.          
Overusing antibiotics is making infections harder to treat, by creating drug-resistant        
superbugs. 
For some time now we have been advocating alternative ways for patients to deal with minor 
ailments.  Minor ailments include: 
 

Colds,     Coughs,     Diarrhoea,     Earache,     Hey Fever,     Head lice,     Nappy 
Rash,     Sore Throat,     Teething 
 

Why spend ages trying to get through to the surgery, wait for a triage doctor to call you back 
and then maybe wait for an appointment when you can just call into your local pharmacy and 
get the Medications you need there and then.  If your pharmacist thinks that you need to see a 
GP then they will tell you.  And, if you are exempt from paying prescription charges (under 16, 
over 60 or other exemption) then you will not have to pay for your prescription. 
 

Please also note that many medications that you can get over the counter at the chemist   
(e.g. paracetamol) are far cheaper than the NHS prescription charge. 
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Summary Care Record (SCR) 
 

A number of people have been asking recently what their Summary Care Record is and how it affects them.  I 

have set out a brief explanation below. 

The NHS Summary Care Record (SCR) is an electronic summary of key or basic clinical information (including 

medicines, allergies and adverse reactions) about a patient, sourced from their GP record. It is used by        

authorised healthcare professionals, with the patient's consent, to support their care and treatment.  This means 

that should you find yourself in secondary care, for example, when away from home or out of surgery hours the 

clinician dealing with you can access your details on the National NHS database (Spine), which could play a 

significant part in the quality and effectiveness of your treatment. 

You will see from the above that the standard SCR just includes details on medicines, allergies and adverse 

reactions which is well and good but it may be that the clinician could do with more information in order to give 

you the best care, particularly if you are vulnerable or have health issues.  The additional information could   

include details on your medical history, your stated preferences for your care, details on relevant consultations, 

hospital records, results etc.  This additional information is called an enhanced summary care record. 

Summary Care Record is based on patient consent.  Any patient can do one of the following: 

 Nothing 

 Give consent for basic access to their SCR 

 Give basic plus additional access to their SCR (enhanced SCR) 

 Give express dissent for anyone, outside their GP surgery, to access their record. 

The way the system works is that if you do nothing then that is taken as implied consent for other clinicians  

outside the practice to access your basic record.  However, the NHS and your GP practice strongly advise you 

to opt for the enhanced SCR where other important information can be seen.  In an emergency this may make 

all the difference between you getting the right care when you need it.  Contact reception to make this choice.  

Note that even though you may have opted for the enhanced SCR clinicians will always ask for your consent at 

the time of care unless you are not physically able to do this. 

If you would prefer that no clinician outside the surgery can access any part of your record then you can register 

that wish with the practice. 

Guard against winter coughs and sneezes 
 

Honey and over-the-counter medicines should be the first line of treatment for most    
people with coughs, new guidelines recommend. 
 

 Antibiotics should rarely be prescribed by doctors for coughs because in most cases they 
do little to improve symptoms, health officials say.  

 

 Most of the time a cough will improve on its own within two to three weeks. 
  

 The new recommendations for doctors are intended to help tackle the problem of antibiotic resistance. 
 

 Overusing antibiotics is making infections harder to treat, by creating drug-resistant superbugs. 
 

 A hot drink with honey, and often with lemon and ginger as well, is a well-known home remedy for coughs 
and a sore throat. 

 

 Now new proposed guidelines from the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and   
Public Health England (PHE) say there is some limited evidence that it can help improve 
cough symptoms. 

Cough medicines containing pelargonium, guaifenesin or dextromethorphan might also be 
beneficial, they say although you should always ask your pharmacist for advice. 
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Useful Numbers 
 

Bentham Medical Practice      015242 61202 
Bentham Medical Practice Fax     015242 62905 
Repeat Prescription Line      015242 63618 
Bentham Well Pharmacy      015242 61733  
Ingleton Pharmacy       015242 41154 
Patient appointment and referral enquiries -  UMBHT Hospitals  08450 559990 
My Wellbeing College appointments     01274 221234 
My Wellbeing College self-referral     0300 555 5551 
North Yorkshire Horizons Hub      01723 330730 
Royal Lancaster Infirmary      01524 65944 
Westmorland General Hospital     01539 732288 
Airedale General Hospital      01535 652511 
Settle Health Centre       01729 823880 
Settle Health Centre (Physios)      01729 892985 
Emergency Dentist  -  Settle Health Centre    01756 701723 
Emergency Dentist  -  Queen Victoria Hospital Morecambe  01524 405700 
Pioneer Projects / Looking Well  -  Bentham    015242 62672 
Age Concern, Bentham      015242 61757 
Craven Taxi Bus       01609 780780 
Slimming World       07960 190208 
Ingleborough Nursing Home      015242 41593 
Patient Transport to UMBHT Hospitals     0800 032 3240 
 

Five Ways To Wellbeing 

A review of the most up-to-date evidence suggest that building the following five actions into our day

-to-day lives is important 

Connect... 

With the people around you. With family, friends, colleagues and neighbours. At home, work, 
school or in your community. Think of these as the cornerstones of your life and invest time in 
developing them. Building these connections will support and enrich you every day. 

Be active... 

Go for a walk or run. Step outside. Cycle. Play a game. Garden. Dance. Exercising makes you 
feel good. Most importantly, discover a physical activity you enjoy and that suits your level of 
mobility and fitness. 

Take notice... 

Be curious. Catch sight of the beautiful. Remark on the unusual. Notice the changing       
seasons. Savour the      moment, whether you are walking to work, eating lunch or    
talking to friends. Be aware of the world around you and what you are feeling. Reflecting 
on your    experiences will help you appreciate what matters to you. 

Keep learning... 

Try something new. Rediscover an old interest. Sign up for that course. Take on a different 
responsibility at work. Fix a bike. Learn to play an instrument or how to cook your favourite 
food. Set a challenge you will enjoy achieving. Learning new things will make you more    
confident as well as being fun. 

Give... 

Do something nice for a friend, or a stranger. Thank someone. Smile. Volunteer your time.  
Join a community group. Look out, as well as in.  Seeing yourself, and your happiness, 
linked to the wider community can be     incredibly rewarding and creates connections with 
the people around you. 
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Patient Representative Group 

Following last year’s annual survey (the results are on display in the waiting 

rooms), the PRG has met to discuss how we can address some of the points and 

comments raised.  We will keep you informed over the year.  It is thought that an 

annual survey is probably too much and we should reduce it to a bi-annual survey 

in future. 
 

At the time of writing we are looking at ways we can improve access to Bentham surgery for disabled patients.   
 

Your PRG Chair, Lorraine Crossley-Close, has recently been elected to the position of public governor of       

University Hospitals of Morecambe Bay Foundation Trust.  This will enable Lorraine to get a better idea of the 

local area health system and to represent the interests of Bentham on a larger stage. 
 

We are always looking for “new blood” on the PRG to bring forward new thoughts and ideas and to help with  

efforts to improve and expand the service the practice offers to its patients.  Anyone interested should contact 

Lorraine Crossley-Close or Jonathan Scott at the practice 

PeerTalk 

Living with Depression? 

PeerTalk could help. 

PeerTalk  (https://peertalk.org.uk)  offers peer support to people living with depression through a national       
network of peer support groups.  Facilitated by trained volunteers, the groups provide a safe space for people to 
share, and be heard, without judgement. 

A newly-formed national charitable foundation, PeerTalk is currently operating in nine centres across the UK, 
and is loosely based on the work of an organisation called Aware  (https://www.aware-ni.org/) that has been          
operating very successfully in Ireland for some thirty years.  Aware has proved beyond doubt that people who 
live with depression can gain tremendous benefit from just talking in a group setting to others who are in similar            
circumstances.  By sharing personal experiences and coping strategies they are often able to ‘reach the parts 
that other treatments can’t reach,’ and so make a very real difference to how they each face their coming week.   

This is the model adopted by PeerTalk and it has already proved its effectiveness in the groups that have       
become established in the north of England.  One of the newest of these groups meets at The Folly in Settle 
each Tuesday night from 7.30 to 9pm and it is always ready to welcome new members.  No ‘referral’ is       
required, and no names are taken other than the name by which someone wishes to be addressed in the group.  
Just turn up and see if it’s for you.  You may well be surprised. 

Bentham and District Dementia Friendly Community 
 

BDDFC was set up recently as a charitable organisation with the objectives of improving 

awareness of dementia amongst as many people, businesses and organisations as      

possible in the area and also to provide support, assistance and opportunities for those 

living with dementia and their carers.  The group is run by a small number of trustees but 

we are asking as many people as possible to join up and support us with ideas, time and in 

increasing dementia awareness in the communityt.  The next open meeting is at 2.00pm 

on Tuesday 11th September at Bentham Golf Club and everyone is welcome to come 

along and see how they can get involved.  Any queries please contact Jonathan Scott at 

the surgery. 

“Forget Me Not” 

North Craven Community Action Group 
 

The group has been working very hard over the last 12 months on improved community transport, addressing 

loneliness and isolation and in improving access to community contacts.  They are holding an open event on 20
th
 

September at Bentham Golf Club from 10.00am until 2.00pm where you can find out more about the group and 

what its plans for the future are.  Anyone interested please RSVP to +andyive69@gmail.com  

https://peertalk.org.uk)
https://www.aware-ni.org/)
mailto:+andyive69@gmail.com
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CROSSWORD 

Across 

8 Fish perhaps loosing a stick (4) 

9 Recurring sounds in harmony. (10) 

10 In a daze or puts out (6) 

11 Boss hit and gave a shiner. (8) 

12 The constituents of Bellaire are authentic 

(8) 

14 This vector was secret (6) 

16  Love for little animal. (4) 

17  Monster orchestra piece on the first of the 

year . (5) 

18 A chance of Kris being upset. (4) 

19 Members not sitting in an alcove (6) 

21 Tree found in Hanworth. (8) 

23 Entry blockage reportedly fixed by a joiner. 

(8) 

26 Type of affidavit Alice held (6) 

27 Being ridden by Boardman perhaps for  

 periods of time (10) 

28 Look for what came after Hyde or so we 

hear (4) 

 

Down 

1 Contest or struggle over an entrance  

 reportedly (10) 

2 A dive with suitability to be flexibe (8) 

3 Sour Barsac held in amulet (6) 

4 Topless bird doesn’t amount to much (4) 

5 Clumsily march on with the last of petty 

ruling  classes. (8) 

6 Dog owner made no end of pudding (6) 

7 Dishonest parts of Trumps campaign. (4) 

13 Planet connection (5) 

15 Others poured thoughtfully.  (10) 

17 Silence a farewell with a song. (8) 

18 Players might see or hear loosing round. 

(8) 

20 Headless student was employed (6) 

22 Although give a tune poorly with no         

 energy   (6) 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   

8         9                   

                              

10             11               

                              

12            13   14       15   

                              

16         17           18       

                              

19     20        21    22          

                              

23 24          25   26           

                              

27                     28       

                              

Answers to Issue 19’s Crossword 

8a. Oleo. 9a. Tut-Tutting 10a. Colour.   

11a. Hesitant. 12a. Scissors 14a. Cheapo.        

16a. Tops. 17a. Skirt. 18a. Also. 19.a Phloem.    

21a. Frontmen. 23a. Resigned. 26a. Ensure.  

27a. Grandstand. 28a. Risc 

 

1d. Floorcloth. 2d. Colossus. 3d. Stereo.  

4d. Etch. 5d. Pussycat 6d. Statue. 7d. Anon.  

13d. Sniff. 15d. Pasteurise. 17d. Sameness.  

18d. Artistry . 20d. Orient.  22d. Overdo.   

24d. Euro  

25d. Dear.  

Feedback 

If you have any feedback regarding this edition of “What’s Up Doc”, would like to      

suggest an article for the next issue, or if you have any questions or thoughts 

about the practice then please contact  Jonathan Scott by letter or at     

jonathan.scott@gp-B82061.nhs.uk  


